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Arbres / Trees 
A film by Sophie Bruneau and Marc-Antoine Roudil  
 
Article published in ‘Les Inrockuptibles’ n° 357, 25th of September to 1st of October 2000  
 
Precious wood 
 
A superbly composed documentary film about trees; beautiful and mysterious.  
Maybe this week, you’re fed up with these never-ending romantic comedies where heroes 
are looking for love and find it and where good triumphs over evil?  You’re fed up with these 
films full of special effects?  You’re fed up with stroboscopic editing, which under the cover of 
action and speed, stuff your head with empty agitation and blind you?  More generally, you 
can’t stand the sound and fury of the modern world anymore and you are overwhelmed by an 
excess of furious misanthropy? 
Then, this week, Arbres (Trees) is made for you. 
There isn’t any story or character in this uncommon film. Let’s rather say that there are some 
but not of the kind we are used to.   The characters are the tress in their whole diversity: 
Large, thin, small, tall, leafy, dry, bald, wiry, gnarled…  In short, a whole humanity… sorry, 



the whole of vegetation in its distinctness and diversity.  And if you think that you know 
everything about trees or that they hold no interest because we see them everyday without 
even paying attention to them, don’t believe it.  Here, we rediscover them and we learn some 
quite strange things.  For example, in Africa, there are walking trees that move according to 
geological, topographic or climatic modifications.  We are at the edge of fantasy, yet it is real. 
Arbres (Trees) is not only an interesting documentary destined for an ecologic use or a nice 
tool for natural science programs.  It is above all a beautiful film that teaches us again the 
rigor of cinema - the length, the framing, the reflection and the construction of the shots and 
the spaces – against the tiny spaces and the counted time of any TV’s every day output.  
(Here we mention the TV because this film as also been broadcast on Arte last spring). 
In a word, this film resists the dominant image.  While watching it, we remember that any 
great filmmaker, from Hitchcock to Oliverira, from Rohmer to Kiarostami, have, at one point 
or another of their career, filmed trees intensively. 
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